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FORMULAS |  

CTC FORMULA 
Revenue = Visitor ! Conversion Rate ! Average Order Value 
This is the foundational formula for all we do here at CTC. Use it as the 
lens to view all metrics, problem solve accounts and scale growth.  

COST PER CLICK FORMULA (CPC) 
Cost Per Click = Amount Spent (Cost) ÷ Link Clicks 

DELAYED ATTRIBUTION % - Find more here. 
DA = 28-Day Click - 1-Day Click Purchases ÷ 28-Day Click Purchases
This is essentially % = (New - Old) ÷ Old2 

For example, to find Delayed Attribution of a 7-day vs. 28-day window, 
you first find the most recent closed window in your ad account. Once 
you pull that window, you will add your delayed columns on Facebook 
Ads Manager.  

Here, our 1-day view ROAS is 1.57, 1-day is 0.97, 7-day is 1.75, 28-day 2.63.  
You have to add your 1-day view to your click 1-day, 7-day, & 28-day. 

1. 1-day click + view = 2.54
2. 7-day click + view = 3.32
3. 28-day click + view = 4.2

FACEBOOK FROM A-Z

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1onY_gW20gIbWZ537N8uVKogeprOABQayxykeMRhZ9Do/edit?usp=sharing


4. Next, to find your Delayed Attribution for 7-day vs. 28-day you 
will then divide your 28-day click + view (4.2) by your 7-day + view 
(3.32) = 1.27 

5. Finally, you now need to know the percentage of attribution you 
get. So, you take 1.27 - 1 = .27, then multiply by 100 to get your 
percentage = 27% 

This means that at the 7-day window you can assume once the 
window closes you will receive a 27% delay attribution. 

CR = P ÷ V 
Conversion Rate = Unique Purchasers ÷ Total Unique Site Visitors  

AOV = R ÷ O 
Average Order Value = Website Conversion Value ÷ Purchasers 

ROAS = 
Return On Ad Spend = Purchase Conversion Value ÷ Amount Spent 

CPA =  
Cost Per Acquisition = Amount Spent ÷ Purchases 

For example: 
Amount Spent (1,303.74) / Purchases (29) = CPA ($44.96)  
 



CTR = 
Click Through Rate = Link Clicks ÷ Impressions 

CPM = 
Cost Per 1,000 Impression = Cost ÷ 1,000 Impressions 

MER = 
Marketing Efficiency Rating = Sitewide Revenue ÷ Total Ad Spend 

UCI Conversion = 
Purchases/ Unique Checkouts Initiated 

UATC Conversion = 
Purchases/ Unique Add To Carts 

Facebook Total Value Equation = 



This is the value in which Facebook determines if your ad is above 
average in the auction. To ensure that the winning ad maximizes value 
for both people and businesses, the winner of the auction is the ad 
with the highest total value. Value is based on these three things: 

- Bid: The bid placed by an advertiser for that ad (in other words, 
what the advertiser is willing to pay to achieve their desired 
outcome). 

- Estimated action rates: An estimate of whether a particular 
person engages with or converts from a particular ad (in other 
words, the probability that showing an ad to a person leads to 
that desired outcome of the advertiser). 

- Ad quality: A measure of the quality of an ad as determined 
from many sources including feedback from people viewing or 
hiding the ad and assessments of clickbait, engagement bait, 
and other poor user experiences. 

Together, estimated action rates and ad quality measure ad relevance. 
So the more relevant your ad to your audience the higher probability it 
will be served to that audience and win the auction. 

ACRONYMS |  

API | Application Programming Interface 

ATC | Add To Cart 

AOV | Average Order Value 

CBO | Campaign Budget Optimization 

CC$ | Cost Cap (bid cap)  
This cost cap tells Facebook to get the most purchases at your target 
cost per conversion, and not to go over that amount.  

CPA | Cost Per Acquisition (Cost Per Website Purchase)  

CPUCI | Cost Per Unique Checkouts Initiated 



CPUATC | Cost Per Unique Add To Cart 

CPC | Cost Per Click 

CPL | Cost Per Lead 

CPM | Cost Per 1000 Impressions 

[PRODUCT] CP | [Product] Collection Page 

CR | Conversion Rate 

CTA | Call to Action 

CTR | Click-through-rate 

CT VIDEO | Video ads that the Content Team created 

CUSTOMER LTV | Customer Lifetime Value (Average Purchase # 
Per Customer) 

DABA | Dynamic Ads for Broad Audiences 

DCT | Dynamic Creative Test 

DPA | Dynamic Product Ads 

GA | Google Analytics 

HP | Home Page 

KPI | Key Performance Indicator(s) 

LC$ | Lowest Cost (bid cap) 
This bid type will ensure that you don’t bid more than a certain amount 
for any result. It will never go over the cap and will try to get the lowest 
cost 

% LL | Look-a-Like Audience 



LP | Landing Page 

LF | Long Form (used mostly in ad names as “Video LF” for videos 
longer than 60 seconds) 

LTV | Lifetime Value 

MER | Marketing Efficiency Rating 

PDP | Product Page 

POC | Point Of Contact 

PPC | Pay Per Click 

POW | Product On White; this term is mainly used in creative when 
referring to products on a white background 

PPE (WRAPPER) | Page Post Engager (a PPE wrapper is when you run 
an ad to optimize for engagement, then doup that ad and optimize for 
conversions). 

UGC | User Generated Content 

UATC | Unique Add To Cart 
The number of people who added to cart, not the number of items 
added to cart. 

UCI | Unique Checkouts Initiated 
The number of people who initiated checkout, which is only counted 
once per user. 

ROAS | Return On Ad Spend 

ROI | Return On Investment 

SP | Shop All Page 



TC$ | Target Cost 
This delivery method will try and meet your CPA on an average, 
meaning it will bid above and below your bid cap however will 
eventually average out to your target CPA. 

V | Visitor 

VC | View Content 

VV | Video View 

WCA | Website Custom Audience 
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A 
AUTOMATIC PLACEMENT | Automatic placement allows 
Facebook to maximize your budget and help show your ads to 
more people. Facebook's delivery system will allocate your ad 
set's budget across multiple placements based on where they're 
likely to perform best. 

FACEBOOK ADS API | Part of our larger set of Facebook APIs 
and lets you create and manage ads on Facebook 
programmatically. 
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https://www.facebook.com/business/help/447834205249495


C 
 CAROUSEL AD | The carousel ad format is available for 
 Facebook, Instagram, Messenger and Audience Network, and    
 allows you to showcase up to 10 images or videos within a  
 single ad, each with its own link. 

CONVERSION RATE | is the number of purchasers divided by the 
total number of site visitors 

CUSTOM AUDIENCE | These are based on information from the 
Facebook Pixel’s website traffic and can be built off events with 
specific parameters. 

COLLECTION AD | Collection is an ad format that makes it easier 
for people to discover, browse and purchase products and 
services from their mobile device in a visual and immersive way. 
With a 
collection, 
people who tap 
on your ad can 
browse more 
products or 
learn more 
about the 
features of a 
specific product, 
in a fast-loading, 
fullscreen 
experience, 
without leaving the Facebook app. Find it here.  

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads-guide/collection


D 

DASHBOARD | A CTC specific column set in ads manager to be 
used throughout all accounts.  

DESIGN DIVE | An analysis of the client's creative assets and 
brand 

DPA | Dynamic Product Ads automatically promote your 
inventory to people who have expressed interest on your website, 
in your app or elsewhere on the internet. Dynamic ads look 
exactly like other single image ads, carousel ads or collection ads 
on Facebook. 

DELAYED ATTRIBUTION | Delayed Attribution occurs when a 
person sees or clicks your ad on Facebook, Instagram or the 
Audience Network, and then they convert into a sale (or lead) 
within 28 days of viewing or clicking on the ad. 
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F 
FREQUENCY | The average number of times each person saw 
your ad. Frequency is calculated as impressions divided by reach. 

!
 G 

GAME PLAN | This report is the final presentation you provide to 
the client and will be inclusive of the final copy and creative that 
will be used to launch ads.  

H 
HIGH AOV CUSTOMERS | These are customers with a higher 
AOV than the median AOV, this list of customers can be found 
in Glew. 

I 



IMPRESSIONS | The number of times your ads were on screen. 
An impression is counted as the number of times an instance of 
an ad is on screen for the first time. (Example: If an ad is on 
screen and someone scrolls down and then scrolls back up to the 
same ad, that counts as 1 impression. If an ad is on screen for 
someone 2 different times in a day, that counts as 2 impressions.) 
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K 
KICK-OFF | A kick-off is an initial meeting or call with the client 
during the CTC on-boarding process.  

L 
LOOKALIKE AUDIENCE | Built off a source or seed audience, 
usually a custom audience or email lists that are a percentage of 
total Facebook users who exhibit similar demographics and/or 
interests as your seed audience. Must be based off at least 
100 people.  

LEAD GENERATION ADS | Facebook lead ads make the lead 
generation process easy. People can simply tap your ad and a 
form pops up—it’s already pre-populated with their Facebook 
contact information and ready to be sent directly to you. With 
just a few taps, they can get the information they want, and you 
generate a qualified lead for your business. 
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O 
OFFER ADS | Offers are discounts you can share with your 
customers on Facebook to encourage people to shop on your 
website, at your physical store, or both places. When people see 
your offer in their News Feed on Facebook, they can save it, like it 
or comment on it. When someone saves your offer, it'll appear in 
their Offers bookmark to use later.  



OUTBOUND CLICKS | 
The number of clicks on 
links that take people off 
Facebook-owned 
properties. Outbound 
clicks provide a measure 
of the amount of traffic 
your ads help send to your website or app. They are different 
than link clicks, which specifically count clicks on links in the 
displayed ad that include both external destinations and certain 
Facebook experiences. 
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PATH LENGTH | The amount of time a user spends on the 
website before purchasing. This can be found in Google Analytics 

PERMALINK | A Permanent Link to your Facebook Ad.  

PIXEL | The Facebook pixel is an analytics tool that allows you to 
measure the effectiveness of your advertising by understanding 
the actions people take on your website. Make sure your ads are 
being shown to the right people, build advertising audiences, 
and unlock additional Facebook advertising tools. 

PROSPECTING | This a bucket of users that have never been to 
your website or purchased your products 
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RE-ENGAGEMENT | This is a bucket of users that have not 
purchased any products however have interacted with your 
Facebook or Instagram pages, or have viewed your ad and are 
now Video Viewers.  

REMARKETING | This is a bucket of users that have purchased 
your products or spent time on your website or both.  

REACH | The number of people who saw your ads at least once. 
Reach is different from impressions, which may include multiple 
views of your ads by the same people.  
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SCOREBOARD | Also known as Glew is a dashboard where you 
can find reporting on your client's inventory, sales, customer lists, 
revenue, and other key performance metrics 

SCOUTING REPORT | The Scouting Report is a report that is 
meant to serve as an analysis of existing data and brand assets. 
This report will help drive strategy and decisions related to 
growing an e-commerce brand.  

SEND IT | Turn an ad on or send an item out for client approval.  

SLIDESHOW | Facebook slideshow ads are video-like ads that 
use motion, sound, and text to tell your story beautifully across 
devices. They load quickly, so they play well on every connection 
speed. You can create these with just images or videos. 

STRATEGIC CREATIVE BRIEF | Designed to be filled out by the 
whole team during the new client onboarding process. Brief 
normally includes questions that help you take a deep dive into 
account performance, brand, public relations, and outliers.  



T 
TIME-LAG | This is the amount of time it takes someone to make 
a purchase. This information can be found on Google Analytics ! 
Multi-Channel ! Time Lag 

U 
UNIQUE |  Unique is used in many different ways like: Unique 
Add To Cart, Unique Purchases, Unique Checkouts Initiated and 
others. Unique visitors refers to the number of unique individuals 
that visit a website within a specific timeframe. Unique only refers 
to a user visited your website once. If your campaign is evergreen a 
user can visit your website multiple times before purchasing, 
however, this number ensures to count that user once so data is not 
skewed.  

V 
VIP CUSTOMERS |  Ranking customers by the revenue they have 
generated, these customers are in the top 10%. 
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